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Come ha scritto Paola Marinelli As Paola Marinelli wrote about the 
illustrando il progetto di renewal project of the building in 1 

ristruttur&ione dell'edificio di via San San Domenico street in Florence, 
Dornenico a Firenze, questo possibile this possible (in using this - (sottolineo con questo aggettivo lo adjective, I emphasize the status 

of potentiality, not yet of actuality 
of the project), yet inevitable and 
necessary physical renewal of 

della sede deJl'lstiNto b l'espressione the seat of the Institute is the 
expression of a possible, yet ' inevitable and necessary new 
phase of the conscience of the 
"Psychosynthesis Institute" Group, 

to which, more or less consciously, we al1 Members- 
belong. Therefore, in this period we are al1 called to 
higher consciousness and responsibility; we are offered 
the opportunity to show our participation in a more 
concrete and sincere fashion; I would go so far as to say 
that this occasion confronts us again with our choice to 
belong to the Psychosynthesis Institute, not just to enjoy 

ttract us better among those proposed 

A passing in conscience is often preceded by a crisis, 
by a break in a previously reached balance, a sense 
of disorientation for the temporary loss of the known 

nea della direzione stabile, da insoddisfazione, direction, a lack of satisfaction, comfort, lucidity. 
e non chiarezza, così anche noi soci possiamo The same may happen to us Members; we may feel 
titi insoddisfatti, disorientati, diffluenti, meno unsatisfied, disoriented, less creative and energetic. 

Some Centres are passing through a crisis ... but exactly 
this tells us that we are facing a turning point, a change 
in our Members' identity. 

concerne la nostra identità di soci. To be Members means to be an active part, able to , 
Soci vuol dire essere parte attiva, capaci di accogliere welcome and give life to the Association 's purpose; 

e vitaliuare lo scopo dell'Associazione; vuol dire means to feel an integrating, inseparable part of a 
- 

entirsi parte integrante e indissolubile di un organismo functional body, sharing a unifying purpose. To be 
Members means to bear an aspect of such purpose andL- 
to feel responsible for sharing it creatively, signifying 
it through our role, while expressing our quality in the 
Group; means to become conscious and play our part in a 
spirit of unanimity. 

renewal of the Institute (with the consequent need 
for money, work, presence,' ideas, projects.. .) is our 

opportunity. 
Are we ready for it? This is 

I ourselves. 
I I am at Members' disposal I to create a network where 

This turning point has been proposed to us. The physical 
spirito di unanimità. 

the q u e s t h  we should ai 1 , la domanda da fare a noi 
we al1 can share our 
thoughts and opinions by 

per creare una rete di  
condivisione (per lettera 

o con incontri) delle 

È programmato presso la sede dell'lstituto 
Seminario di Formazione Permanente: 

"Dall'lmmagine all'EssenzaW. 
Conduttore: Or. Luce Ramorino 

Firenze. 29 e 30 maggio 2004. 

The seminar for Permanent Training has 
heen scheduled at the Institute seat: 

"Frorn Irnage to Essente". 

Florence. May 29 - 30. 2004. 


